
	  

A lot has been happening lately with RID and I know that there are many questions still 
out there. Emily Girardin and I have attended meetings with the RID board, 
Headquarters, and other Member Section leaders on the latest events affecting RID. 
We were able to get information on what has been happening while ensuring to share 
the perspective of the interpreter working in the educational setting.  
 
The RID Board and Headquarters has done an amazing job of sharing information with 
everyone involved. By now, I hope that you have seen the vlogs and presentations 
shared with members. If you have not yet seen them I will give you a quick summary. 
In an effort to be aligned with industry standards, RID will be removing testing from its’ 
purview while keeping all the other aspects it currently oversees.  Current membership 
categories and certifications will not be affected. The new testing entity (LLC) will 
handle all things related to testing. This will allow for other tests to be used for granting 
certification--not only RID tests. The scope of certifications offered could expand. 
Similar to how the Ed: K-12 is granted--take the EIPA test from Boys Town, receive a 
high enough score, meet the educational and other RID requirements, and receive 
certification from RID-- is how the new LLC would work. What the requirements are for 
a test to qualify for certification will be decided by the RID membership. IEIS will have a 
voice in this process. 
 
The moratorium will continue for ALL testing and certification--this includes the Ed:K-
12. If you took the EIPA test by January 1, 2016 then you will have until June 30, 2016 
to submit your paperwork to RID to receive the Ed: K-12 certification. The RID board 
will look at the status of the moratorium in March and determine the next steps. They 
are working to ensure that those tests that have been taken are graded as quickly as 
possible while safeguarding against rater burnout, which could cause unfair scoring.  
 
The RID board and Headquarters have done an excellent job of maintaining 
transparency throughout these difficult growing pains in our organization. They have 
kept us informed of what is happening, why it is happening, and what they are doing 
about it. I hope that you will keep up with the changes in our organization and always 
make your voice heard! Together we will become greater than before! 
 
Megan Butler, NIC Ed:K-12 
IEIS Chair 
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Leigh Ann Schoffstall –  Talbot 
County Schools (Region II)  
	  
Leigh Ann, or “Ms. S” as the classroom students in 
Talbot County call her, is enjoying her first 
professional job in educational interpreting!  The 
path that led Leigh Ann into this field, an ITP at 
CCBC and jobs as a receptionist and senior staff at 
a childcare center, was long, but worth it.  Leigh 
Ann comments that educational interpreting is far 
more different than other types of interpreting; 
she is no longer “just the interpreter” but also a 
language model and valuable part of the 
educational team.  She wishes that her ITP had 
prepared her more for educational interpreting.  
The best part of educational interpreting, says 
Leigh Ann, is seeing “the student recognize 
…letters both in ASL and English as well as some 
colors we had been working on.  …..she was 
pointing out every letter “s” and signing it all day.  
It is just cool to see her learn.” 
When telling friends and family that she 
interprets, Leigh Ann finds it funny that people 
either ask how to sign something or show her the 
signs (usually obscene) that they know.  	  

Leigh Ann’s best advice for those just entering 
the field is not to be afraid to ask for materials 
you may need to help your student understand.  
She is sure that as time goes on, more access 
will be granted to students and more and more 
quality trained interpreters will come into the 
field.   
When she is not interpreting, Leigh Ann tries 
to spend time with friends and family.  She also 
finds herself, at the end of the day, thinking 
about the day at school and how she can 
improve/ make corrections on her product the 
next day. 

	  

	  

 
              NETWORK!	  
IEIS RID Member Section 

It’s your daily access to 
resources, national 

information, and peer 
support! 

	  

The	  National	  Interpreter	  Education	  Center	  seeks	  K-‐12	  educational	  interpreters	  
working	  in	  mainstream	  settings	  to	  participate	  in	  online	  focus	  groups	  to	  discuss	  
current	  trends.	  	  	  The	  information	  gleaned	  from	  these	  events	  will	  assist	  the	  
National	  Interpreter	  Education	  Center	  to:1)	  identify	  the	  unique	  needs	  of	  K-‐12	  
interpreters	  in	  mainstream	  educational	  settings;	  2)	  craft	  set	  of	  findings	  to	  be	  
shared	  with	  the	  field	  of	  interpreting	  and	  interpreter	  education;	  and,	  3)	  
disseminate	  these	  findings.	  
	  
	  SURVEY	  LINK:	  	  https://niec.co1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0e92VhgrWdw0cMR	  
	  



	  

	  Region II, 
Just a quick report from 

our region: Thank you all for being 
active on the Facebook page. I 
have seen a lot of great resources 
shared. I have been promoting 
IEIS this month, once in Ocean 
City Maryland where they had a 
Teach at the Beach conference 
that was very successful. Beth 
Ann Monn, Melinda Glover, and 
many other wonderful 
interpreters made the weekend a 
great experience for all. I also was 
able to represent IEIS while 
presenting a workshop in 
Northern Virginia, which Marla 
Pollack was able to host thanks to 
the Virginia Grant. Rather than 
hear from me each quarter, we 
have decided to do some member 
spotlights in the region and we 
will be calling it “In the Trenches” 
therefore one of our Region II 
member’s in Maryland is seen in 
the segment above.  
	  

Utilizing	  Visual	  Phonics	  for	  Literacy	  Development	  
By:	  Jennifer	  Buckley-‐Thompson	  (Region	  I)	  

 
It’s a time-consuming frustration that all professionals 
working in Deaf Education can appreciate: trying to find 
new and inventive ways to help D/deaf and Hard of Hearing 
students to decode (and subsequently comprehend) words 
independently; and even when there’s success in teaching 
students a word, why are they unable to recall it again when 
they see it? For the purposes of this article, they focused on 
the development of phonetic awareness for those students 
who require educational interpreters to access their 
academic environment. 
 
Let’s begin with how students acquire reading skills. The 
Scarborough Rope Model illustrates how all children utilize 
language comprehension and word recognition separately 
in their kindergarten through third grade years. Generally, 
children begin to learn how to integrate these two skills, and 
the combination of these skills lead to successful 
development of reading fluency around their fourth-grade 
year. Language comprehension can occur through either a 
spoken language or American Sign Language; however, 
word recognition requires explicitly taught phonemic 
awareness skills for students with hearing loss. One 
approach to teaching word recognition is through teaching 
students the Alphabetic Principle, (Lederberg 2016). 
 

The Alphabetic Principle includes two parts. It is the understanding that 1) all words are made of letters, 
which represent sounds, and 2) that letters correspond with sounds, and can be used to decode or encode 
words, (Lederberg 2016). For a student depending on ASL and an interpreter for language access, it is clear 
the impossible challenge presented by teaching roughly 46 English phonemes represented by 26 letters and 
subsequent letter combinations through an auditory approach. Visual Phonics is one methodology that is 
used to teach phonemic awareness to D/deaf and Hard of Hearing students. According to one study, one 
year of Visual Phonics use for kindergarten and first graders with hearing loss showed statistically 
significant improvements in skills such as word reading, pseudo-word decoding and reading comprehension, 
(Trezek & Wang 2006). Interestingly enough, the same study states that the acquisition of these beginning 
reading skills did not appear to be related to degree of hearing loss. In 2005, Trezek and Malmgren gave 
middle school students a similar type of intervention, and that study yielded similar results demonstrating 
the benefit of a visual phonemic awareness system. 
 
Now to address the most important facet of the use of this program: the educational team. Once a member of 
a student’s team is formally trained by a certified Visual Phonics trainer, that team member is then able to 
go back to the group and demonstrate the system to help others learn, but the rest of the team should not be 
considered formally trained in Visual Phonics. It will be everyone’s task to help the student in their use of 
the program for word recognition (decoding) and spelling (encoding) skills. The focus of the team to become 
skilled in Visual Phonics, and consistency of the team in using this system, will provide the student with the 
clarity of expectation. Expectations of the student are to learn, apply, ask questions, and problem solve with 
this method of phonemic awareness. 
 
 



	  

Utilizing	  Visual	  Phonetics	  Continued	  Pt.2	  
“See the Sound - Visual Phonics” is a system of 46 unique hand cues 
and symbols that represent the sounds of English without the 
ambiguity of English orthography. Included are the sounds 
commonly referred to as vowels, consonants, diphthongs and 
digraphs. It is somewhat of a simplified, visual, kinesthetic version 
of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), (Visual Phonics 
website, 2011). Unlike Cued Speech, where one hand cue 
represents between one and four consonant or vowel sounds and 
must be distinguished on the lips, Visual Phonics has individual 
hand gestures for each of the 46 sounds. It is also important to note 
that the design of Visual Phonics is not meant to be used as a 
manually coded English for everyday communication, nor to 
replace ASL for students. Its intention is to teach phonemic 
awareness through a student’s ability to recall the letter-sound 
correspondence through hand gestures or cues, (each hand cue 
associates in some way with the physical production of the 
particular sound), and a tool for teaching literacy.  
 
Visual Phonics also has a written component, which provides 
flexibility in teaching skills to varying levels of D/deaf or Hard of 
Hearing students. This written system of symbols is a helpful 
supplementary tool that adds a visual mode for teaching the 
system. At the beginning of a student’s learning of the Visual 
Phonics system, the symbols can be used to develop games and 
flashcards for students for individual and paired practice. After 
they become familiar with the system, the written symbols can be 
applied to the goal of the program: decoding words. Inversely, the 
system can also be used to practice encoding words through a 
second person’s production of the hand gestures, or through the 
printed symbols that a student is required to translate into letter 
combinations. The Visual Phonics program does not require each 
student to utilize all facets of the program, and is not a formalized 
hierarchy that requires assessment. Observations through 
personal experience demonstrate that some students without 
functional listening skills or residual hearing, (who are explicitly 
taught this system from someone with fluid hand movements), 
progress through a hierarchy: production at the sound level, 
production of groups of sounds, and finally production of an entire 
word. 
 
To clarify, the definition of “production” should mean as either 
verbally with hand gestures, or from hand gestures alone, the 
student is able to arrive at the correct sound or word. The Visual 
Phonics program does not require each student to utilize all facets 
of the program, and is not a formalized hierarchy that requires 
assessment. The program is flexible and can be used as long as 
needed, dropped whenever the student has demonstrated the 
desired ability level, and revisited whenever the student 
experiences difficulty with word recognition.  
	  
	  

 
Region IV, 

First, welcome Anne 
Fischer (Montana) to our IEIS 
Region IV team!  Anne has agreed 
to step into the position as Liaison 
for the state of Montana.  Please 
feel free to contact her 
(Afischer2002@hotmail.com) as 
needed with questions, concerns 
and information you would like to 
send out to those within your state 
and surrounding areas.  I am still 
seeking liaisons for Nebraska and 
North Dakota. If you are 
interested, I would be happy to 
discuss all the information with 
you! 
  I would like to extend an 
invitation to each of you to contact 
me with any and all information 
happening within your area, such 
as workshops, conferences, even 
issues you are facing as an 
interpreter,.  Are there any 
needs? Perhaps IEIS can help 
support or assist in helping find 
resources or discussion to develop 
a solution?  This Member Section 
is here to support and facilitate 
information that supports you, the 
interpreter in educational and 
instructional settings. To help us 
stay connected I have created a 
Facebook group.  I would like 
everyone in Region IV to join so 
that information can be 
transferred across states more 
frequently and with greater ease.  
Please contact me on Facebook 
(Cyndi Fisher from Rapid City, 
SD) and I will add you into our 
Region IV group!   
	  



	   	  

This also gives support to the team members, as the 
continuity of approach will impress the importance of these 
skills upon the student, and (hopefully) lessen the 
frustration and helplessness that students sometimes feel in 
regards to phonemic awareness and reading. Resulting in a 
support team for the student that are role models in helping 
the student access letter-sound awareness for the 
representation of spoken English, expanding upon that 
student’s language access.  
For interpreters, it can be a never-ending concern: What can 
they do to help make students more successful in reading? 
How could someone help them the students to understand 
what the printed representation of words “say” without 
‘giving it away’? Like most who work in Deaf Education, 
perhaps there has been the not-always-effective experience 
of breaking down words into the SIGN-SIGN-SIGN pieces to 
help a student understand how to pronounce a word. A fair 
example of this would be the word “photosynthesis”. It is a 
large word for some students, and the letter combinations 
that form this word would impress most of them. Invariably, 
the student asks how to say that word. Now confronted with 
the difficult task of figuring out how to best represent those 
sounds in a visual way, one might sign PHOTO SIN THIS IS 
to help the student understand that there are four syllables, 
etc. However, notice that those chunked words sound 
differently than the original, “photosynthesis”. Through 
guided practice with the student or their independent 
application, the general approximation becomes /f/ – /o/ – 
/t/ – /o/ - /s/ - /i/ - /n/ - /th/ - /i/ - /s/ - /i/ - /s/. This is just one 
applicable example of how to use Visual Phonics as an 
accurate way to help the student break down and produce 
the individual sounds of the word. Taking it a step further, 
after being shown the phonemes for ‘photosynthesis’, the 
student might now be able to glean that /ph/ pairs with the 
hand gesture for /f/, and retain that for future situation 
where /ph/ is found within words. There are multiple ways 
that this approach can be used to work with students and 
expand their word knowledge and ability to distinguish 
sounds types, (i.e.: the letter C can be produced like /s/ or 
/k/), and decode and differentiate letters within word 
families that look similar, (i.e.: bet, let, get, set, pet).  
 
When used with the student in this scenario, Visual Phonics 
has now relieved the educational interpreter from the 
somewhat subjective nature of sound-word production. It 
provides one more step down to a standardized, 
foundational level of decoding, and the student becomes 
independently responsible for applying their own skills, 
regardless of the severity of their hearing loss. 
 
	  

 Individuals can learn to use Visual 
Phonics through professional development 
provided by licensed trainers sanctioned 
through International Communications 
Learning Institute (ICLI), the organization 
that owns the rights to Visual Phonics. It is 
recommended that one attends a training and 
expands on their current skill set, even if it’s a 
technique that you’re unsure will be 
successful with their student(s). Training 
typically lasts 1.5 - 2 days and, at a minimum, 
is 10 - 15 hours in total length. The Visual 
Phonics program requires training from a 
certified trainer before one can purchase 
Visual Phonics materials. Please note that 
some of the hand cues for Visual Phonics 
continuously evolves and updates. 

To conclude, experience proves that hearing 
loss does not look the same for every child. 
Access to information should be available, 
regardless of the profoundness of a student’s 
hearing loss. If these two statements are true, 
then perhaps interpreters, teachers, parents 
and staff need to adjust the way spoken 
language practice and vary the strategies 
provided for D/deaf and Hard of Hearing 
students. 
 
Resources and Research: 
Lederberg, Amy. “The Simple View of Reading 
and How It Can Inform Practice with DHH 
Students.” Literacy Instruction for Students 
Who Are Deaf and Hard of Hearing. 13 Feb. 
2016. Online Lecture. 
 
Trezek, Beverly J., and Ye Wang. "Implications 
of Utilizing a Phonics-Based Reading 
Curriculum With Children Who Are Deaf or 
Hard of Hearing." Implications of Utilizing a 
Phonics-Based Reading Curriculum With 
Children Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing. 
Oxford University Press, 1 Feb. 2006. Web. 15 
Feb. 2016. 
 
Visual Phonics http://seethesound.org/ 
Using Visual Phonics To Supplement Reading: 
https://jdsde.oxfordjournals.org/content/early
/2007/05/21/deafed.enm014.full.pdf+html 
	  



	  

“Netfl ix and chill”  -  what do they real ly mean? 
	  
Educational	  interpreters	  face	  slang	  on	  a	  daily	  basis.	  IEIS	  Vice-‐Chair	  Emily	  Girardin	  had	  a	  discussion	  among	  
colleagues	  of	  varying	  age	  and	  backgrounds	  regarding	  the	  phrase	  “Netflix	  and	  chill”	  and	  how	  it	  would	  be	  
interpreted!	  What	  a	  fascinating	  discussion	  of	  language!	  It	  can	  be	  a	  challenge	  to	  keep	  up	  to	  date	  on	  the	  latest	  
slang!	  We	  encourage	  you	  to	  collaborate	  with	  your	  team	  of	  interpreter	  regularly	  or	  begin	  a	  discussion	  on	  the	  
IEIS	  Member	  Section	  Facebook	  page	  to	  consider	  slang	  terms	  you	  have	  heard!	  
	  
RESOURCE:	  Dr.	  Sabrina	  Smith’s	  workshop	  “A	  New	  Generation	  of	  Slang”	  on	  CEUs	  on	  the	  Go:	  
ceusonthego.com/activity/new-‐generation-‐slang/	  
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